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"The origin of the Arab race can only be a matter of 
conjecture. From the remotest historic times it has been divided 
into two branches, which from their geographical position it is 
simplest to call the North Arabians and the South Arabians. 
Arabic and Jewish tradition trace the descent of the latter from 
Joktan (Arabic Kahtan) son of Heber, of the former from 
Ishmael. The South Arabians- the older branch- were settled in 
the south-western part of the peninsula centuries before the 
uprise of the Ishmaelites. These latter include not only 
Ishmael's direct descendants through the twelve princes (Gen. 
xxv. 16), but the   Edomites, Moabites, Ammonites  , 
Midianites and other tribes. This ancient and undoubted 



division of the Arab race- roughly represented to-day by the 
universally adopted classification into Arabs proper and 
Bedouin Arabs (see Bedouins) - has caused much dispute 
among ethnologists. All authorities agree in declaring the race 
to be Semitic in the broadest ethnological signification of that 
term, but some thought they saw in this division of the race an 
indication of a dual origin. They asserted that the purer branch 
of the Arab family was represented by the sedentary Arabs who 
were of Hamitic (Biblical Cushite), i.e. African ancestry, and 
that the nomad Arabs were Arabs only by adoption, and were 
nearer akin to the true Semite as sons of Ishmael. Many 
arguments were adduced in support of this theory. (I) The 
unquestioned division in remote historic times of the Arab race, 
and the immemorial hostility between the two branches. (2) 
The concurrence of pre-Islamitic literature and records in 
representing the first settlement of the "pure" Arab as made in 
the extreme south-western part of the peninsula, near Aden. (3) 
The use of Himyar, "dusky" or "red" (suggesting African 
affinities), as the name sometimes for the ruling class, 
sometimes for the entire people. (4) The African affinities of 
the Himyaritic language. (5) The resemblance of the grammar 
of the Arabic now spoken by the "pure" Arabs, where it differs 
from that of the North, to the Abyssinian grammar. (6) The 
marked resemblance of the pre-Islamitic institutions of Yemen 
and its allied provinces - its monarchies, courts, armies and 
serfs - to the historical Africo-Egyptian type and even to 
modern Abyssinia. (7) The physique of the "pure" Arab, the 
shape and size of the head, the slenderness of the lower limbs, 
all suggesting an African rather than an Asiatic origin. (8) The 
habits of the people, viz. their sedentary rather than nomad 
occupations, their fondness for village life, for dancing, music 
and society, their cultivation of the soil, having more in 
common with African life than with that of the western Asiatic 
continent. (9) The extreme facility of marriage which exists in 
all classes of the southern Arabs with the African races, the 
fecundity of such unions and the slightness or even total 
absence of any caste feeling between the dusky "pure" Arab 



and the still darker African, pointing to a community of origin. 
And further arguments were found in the characteristics of the 
Bedouins, their pastoral and nomad tendencies; the peculiarities 
of their idiom allied to the Hebrew; their strong clan feeling, 
their continued resistance to anything like regal power or 
centralized organization. Such, briefly, were the more 
important arguments; but latterly ethnologists are inclined to 
agree that there is little really to be said for the African 
ancestry theory and that the Arab race had its beginning in the 
deserts of south Arabia, that in short the true Arabs are 
aborigines". 
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Normally the Red Sea is an 

intense blue-green; occasionally, however, it is populated by 
extensive blooms of the algae Trichodesmium erythraeum, 

which, upon dying off, turn the sea a reddish brown colour.
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Wikipaedia
"Transubstantiation (in Latin, 

transsubstantiatio) is the change of the 
substance of bread and wine into that of the 
body and blood of Christ that, according to 
the belief of the Roman Catholic Church and 
other Christians, occurs in the Eucharist and 
that is called in Greek μετουσίωσις". 

 icCathol

Encyclopedia 


 the in Christ of Presence Real The

EucharistDictionary Skeptic
 Carroll Todd Robert

ubstantiationtrans
Transubstantiation is the alleged process 

whereby the bread and wine offered up at the 
communion service have their substances 
changed to that of the body, blood, soul, and 



divinity of Jesus Christ while their accidents 
remain that of bread and wine. What looks 
like, tastes like, etc., bread and wine is 
actually another substance altogether. How 
this happens is a mystery and defies logic.      
How it can happen would require a mmiracle. 

In Catholicism, transubstantiation is also 
known as the doctrine of the real presence, 
though other Christian traditions mean 
something different  by real presence 

 Roman Understanding

Catholicism1995
www.chick.com Rick

Jones
"During the mass, priests allegedly have 

the power to supernaturally turn the bread and 
wine into the actual and literal body and blood 
of Jesus Christ:  

The Council of Trent summarizes the 
Catholic faith by declaring: "Because Christ 
our Redeemer said that it was truly his body 
that he was offering under the species of 
bread, it has always been the conviction of the 
Church of God, and this holy Council now 
declares again, that by the consecration of the 
bread and wine there takes place a change of 
the whole substance of the bread into the 
substance of the body of Christ our Lord and 
of the whole substance of the wine into the 
substance of his blood. This change the holy 
Catholic Church has fittingly and properly 
called transubstantiation". 

http://www.chick.com
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 literal in partake to members teaching
cannibalism

















1-Les protestants, et surtout les 

philosophes protestants, regardent la 
transsubstantiation comme le dernier terme 
de l’impudence des moines, et de 
l’imbécillité des laïques. Ils ne gardent 
aucune mesure sur cette croyance qu’ils 
appellent monstrueuse; ils ne pensent pas 
même qu’il y ait un seul homme de bon sens 
qui, après avoir réfléchi, ait pu l’embrasser 
sérieusement. Elle est, disent-ils, si absurde, 



si contraire à toutes les lois de la physique, si 
contradictoire, que Dieu même ne pourrait 
pas faire cette opération, parce que c’est en 
effet anéantir Dieu que de supposer qu’il fait 
les contradictories. Non seulement un dieu 
dans un pain, mais un dieu à la place du pain; 
cent mille miettes de pain devenues en un 
instant autant de dieux, cette foule 
innombrable de dieux ne faisant qu’un seul 
dieu; de la blancheur sans un corps blanc; de 
la rondeur sans un corps rond; du vin changé 
en sang, et qui a le goût du vin; du pain qui 
est changé en chair et en fibres, et qui a le 
goût du pain: tout cela inspire tant d’horreur 
et de mépris aux ennemis de la religion 
catholique, apostolique et romaine, que cet 
excès d’horreur et de mépris s’est 
quelquefois changé en fureur 

2-Protestants, and above all, 

philosophical Protestants, regard 
transubstantiation as the most signal proof of 
extreme impudence in monks, and of 
imbecility in laymen. They hold no terms 
with this belief, which they call monstrous, 
and assert that it is impossible for a man of 
good sense ever to have believed in it. It is, 
say they, so absurd, so contrary to every 
physical law, and so contradictory, it would 
be a sort of annihilation of God, to suppose 
Him capable of such inconsistency. Not only 
a god in a wafer, but a god in the place of a 
wafer; a thousand crumbs of bread become in 
an instant so many gods, which an 
innumerable crowd of gods make only one 
god. Whiteness without a white substance; 
roundness without rotundity of body; wine 



changed into blood, retaining the taste of 
wine; bread changed into flesh and into 
fibres, still preserving the taste of bread—all 
this inspires such a degree of horror and 
contempt in the enemies of the Catholic, 
apostolic, and Roman religion, that it 
sometimes insensibly verges into rage 

Wikinfo
La transsubstantiation est, littéralement, 

la transformation d'une substance en une 
autre. Le terme désigne, pour les chrétiens 
catholiques, la transformation du pain et du 
vin en chair et sang du Christ lors de 
l'Eucharistie. 

Sur le plan religieux, les chrétiens 
catholiques latins, arméniens et maronites 
emploient le terme de « transsubstantiation » 
pour expliquer que, dans l'Eucharistie, le pain 
et le vin, par la consécration de la messe, sont 
« réellement » transformés ou convertis en       
corps et sang du Christ, tout en conservant 
leurs caractéristiques physiques ou espèces 
(texture, goût, odeur : les apparences) 
initiales 













Consubstantiation
Wikipaedia

A theological doctrine that, like the  

competing   theory of transubstantiation, 
attempts to describe the nature of the 
Christian in Eucharist concrete metaphysical 
terms. It   holds that during the sacrament the            
fundamental "substance" of the body and 
blood of Christare present alongside the 
substance of the bread and wine, which 
remain present. Transubstantiation differs 
from consubstantiation in that it postulates 
that through consecration, according to some, 
that one set of substances (bread and wine) is 
exchanged for another (the Body and Blood 
of Christ) or, according to others, that the 
reality of the bread and wine become the 
reality of the body and blood of Christ. The 
substance of the bread and wine do not 
remain,     but     their accidents (superficial     
properties like appearance and taste) remain. 
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"The origin of the Arab race can only be 
a matter of conjecture. From the remotest 
historic times it has been divided into two 
branches, which from their geographical 
position it is simplest to call the North 



Arabians and the South Arabians. Arabic and 
Jewish tradition trace the descent of the latter 
from Joktan (Arabic Kahtan) son of Heber, 
of the former from Ishmael. The South 
Arabians- the older branch- were settled in 
the south-western part of the peninsula 
centuries before the uprise of the Ishmaelites. 
These latter include not only Ishmael's direct 
descendants through the twelve princes (Gen. 
xxv. 16), but the   Edomites, Moabites, 
Ammonites  , Midianites and other tribes. 
This ancient and undoubted division of the 
Arab race- roughly represented to-day by the 
universally adopted classification into Arabs 
proper and Bedouin Arabs (see Bedouins) - 
has caused much dispute among ethnologists. 
All authorities agree in declaring the race to 
be Semitic in the broadest ethnological 
signification of that term, but some thought 
they saw in this division of the race an 
indication of a dual origin. They asserted that 
the purer branch of the Arab family was 
represented by the sedentary Arabs who were 
of Hamitic (Biblical Cushite), i.e. African 
ancestry, and that the nomad Arabs were 
Arabs only by adoption, and were nearer akin 
to the true Semite as sons of Ishmael. Many 
arguments were adduced in support of this 
theory. (I) The unquestioned division in 
remote historic times of the Arab race, and 
the immemorial hostility between the two 
branches. (2) The concurrence of pre-
Islamitic literature and records in 
representing the first settlement of the "pure" 
Arab as made in the extreme south-western 
part of the peninsula, near Aden. (3) The use 
of Himyar, "dusky" or "red" (suggesting 



African affinities), as the name sometimes for 
the ruling class, sometimes for the entire 
people. (4) The African affinities of the 
Himyaritic language. (5) The resemblance of 
the grammar of the Arabic now spoken by 
the "pure" Arabs, where it differs from that of 
the North, to the Abyssinian grammar. (6) 
The marked resemblance of the pre-Islamitic 
institutions of Yemen and its allied provinces 
- its monarchies, courts, armies and serfs - to 
the historical Africo-Egyptian type and even 
to modern Abyssinia. (7) The physique of the 
"pure" Arab, the shape and size of the head, 
the slenderness of the lower limbs, all 
suggesting an African rather than an Asiatic 
origin. (8) The habits of the people, viz. their 
sedentary rather than nomad occupations, 
their fondness for village life, for dancing, 
music and society, their cultivation of the 
soil, having more in common with African 
life than with that of the western Asiatic 
continent. (9) The extreme facility of 
marriage which exists in all classes of the 
southern Arabs with the African races, the 
fecundity of such unions and the slightness or 
even total absence of any caste feeling 
between the dusky "pure" Arab and the still 
darker African, pointing to a community of 
origin. And further arguments were found in 
the characteristics of the Bedouins, their 
pastoral and nomad tendencies; the 
peculiarities of their idiom allied to the 
Hebrew; their strong clan feeling, their 
continued resistance to anything like regal 
power or centralized organization. Such, 
briefly, were the more important arguments; 
but latterly ethnologists are inclined to agree 



that there is little really to be said for the 
African ancestry theory and that the Arab 
race had its beginning in the deserts of south 
Arabia, that in short the true Arabs are 
aborigines". 
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